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Introduction

Information on elephant range and numbers is important
for the effective conservation and management of elephants

in the wild. Despite their large size, counting elephants is

not often task. Nevertheless, reliable estimates of elephant

numbers, both within protected areas and outside, are

necessary to determine whether elephants are increasing,

decreasing or remaining stable in an atea. In man1, parts of
India, where competition for land is severe between man

and elephant, it is important to kno'w how large a protected
area ought to be in order to suppoit a viable population of
elephants. Furthermore, many management obiectives cannot

be achieved in the absence of reliable information on
elephant range and numbers. The following methods are

presendy being used for enumeration of elephants in India:
(1) Total Direct Count Q'{otthetn, North-Eastern and Eastem

India), (2) Line Transect with Direct Count (Southern India),
(3) Line Transect with Dung Count (Southern India), (4)

Block Sample-Direct Count (Southern India) and (5)
rWaterhole Count (Orissa and Southern India).

Total Direct Count

This method is populat with the forest officers because of its
simplicitl', but not liked by the scientists as it is not amenable

to statistical analysis. It involves two essential steps: (a) searching

and counting all the elephants in a given area, and @) eliminating
double counts through suitable precautions and scrutiny of
data. Total Direct Count is usually carried out during the dry
season when elephants are easy to locate atound the limited
water sources. In some Protected Areas, grasses are burnt during

winter, which increases the visibilty, and thus provides an

opportunity for enumeration of wild elephants. Such total
counts can provide information on the structufe and

composition of the population (e.g. sex classes, age classes, the

number of tuskers and, maknas or tuskless bulls). The
information is usually collected in the following format: Adults
(>7'), Subadults (5-7'), Juveniles (4-5'), and Calves (d"4').
Adult and subadult elephants are further classihed as tuskers,

maknas, [emales and unsexed.

Assan (2002)

Direct counting of wild elephants in Assam was carried out b1'

engaging enumeration parties rvho traversed the fore sts either

on foot or on domesticated elephants (called krnkis). The
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method relies on the experience of the forest staff and mahouts

in (a) tracking and locating elephants, and (b) identifying and

distinguishing individual elephants and family units from one

another. During the enumeration in 2002, toal elephant habiat
in the State was divided into six zones which were further

divided into several 'Counting Blocks' as per feasibility of the

terrain, forest qpe, elephant densiry etc. Maps were prepared

for all the blocks showing details of important landmatks,

boundary, vegetation etc. One countingblockwis assigned to

one enumeration party. The enumeration was done over a

period of 7 days (11-17 March in two zones, 15-21 March in
one zone and 77 -23 March in three zones). Advantage of the

dry period was taken for enumeration as the elephants were

concentrated around fimited water sources and so rvere easy to

locate.

The initial six days were used for positioning of enumeration

parties and kankis, preliminary reconnaissance of elephants

and their signs and Frnahzation of tracking route. Actual
census was done on the last day by traVersing from the

opposite direction to the regular movement of the hetd.

Assan (1997)

During the 1997 census in Assam, elephant habitats were

divided into three str^ta v12., high, medium and low,
depending on the density of elephant populations as a Pre-
census exercise. Enumeration parties covered the high and

the medium density areas on kmkis and the low density areas

on foot on a single day (9 April 1997). An attemPt was made

to treat the Total Count statisticalll'. Immediately after the

enumeration, 1070 stratified sampling of the counting blocks

was done and counting was repeated in the sample blocks

on 10 April 1997. Two sets of counting data (obtained on 9

&10 April) for the sample blocks wete comPared to

determine the Standard Errot, which was then applied to

the Total Count to determine the confidence interval.

Vestern A:sant (1 979, | 980 dz | 981)

The method counting elephants in the !ilestern Assam (1979-

1981) adopted b1' N{t. Deb Roy was inspired b)' the technique

of Mela .lltikar, the traditional method of capturing elephants

in the north-e^sr. I4eld .fbikar is practiced b5' phandis

(profe ssional noosers) who chase fami\'groups of elephants

on kunkis.These pbandi.r, over a period of time, develoP great

expertise in tracking wild elephants and identiff ing family

groups. During the third census (N{ay-June 1981), I\{t Deb

Ro1' deplcryed two parties 
- 

s26h comprising a kanki, a

phandi, an enumerator and an elephant attendant. The phandi

rvas to guide the partl'and its movement, identify the herds

and c<;unt the numbers, identify the sex and categorize the

animals into different age groups and dictate to the
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enumerator the c{etails of individuals selected for identification
of the herd. He was also responsible for krcating fresh elephant
trails along his path, follo'*'such trails, and approach silently
and finally locate the herds. Each pany was to move in a general
east or u/est-bound direction in a zigzag fashion, covering much
of the area, so that no herds were left out during the exercise.
The parties traversed 30-40 km every day, made night halts in
the field and covered the entire census area in about 30 days.

Mr. Deb Roy recommended that each herd should be given a

name, but it is doubtful whether it was actually done.

Nonb Bank of Brahnaputra (1982)

In November 1982, enumeration of elephants was carried
out in the eastern part of the north bank of Btahmaputra
along the lines of the tracking method suggested by Mr.
Deb Roy. t'his 'vas followed by a sample count on 27
December 1982 under the supervision of Mr. A.H.
Choudhury. The entire census area was divided into 6 blocks
(strata) on a map, which were then subdivided into 131

compartments of suitable size so that each one could possibll'
be covered by one enumeration party on an elephant. By
using the Random Number Table, 13 compartments
tepresenting about 10%o of the total census area were chosen
from different blocks for sample counting. The sample
compartments were then located on the ground and their
boundaries demarcated. Attempts were made to cover the
whole area of the compartments on 27 December following
different trails of elephants. The data was statistically a;nalyzed,

to calculate standard error of mean population, estimate of
coefficient of variation of the total population and finally
the confidence interval of the total population. Lahiri-
Choudhury (1991) used the stratified ratio method of
estimation to re-calculate the estimate of total population
of elephants in each stratum separately and also in all the
strata together.

Megbakla (2002)

The six districts having elephant populations were divided
into 38 counting zones. The exercise was cartied out in two
phases. Phase-I involved preparatory work and preliminaty
surve),s. Phase-II involved ttaining of enumeration parties,
setting up watchtowers and hides at vantagepoints and actual
enumeration. Counting in each zone was carried out from
22 to 31. March 2002, The data collected b1' the enumeration
parties were scrutinized and errors were eliminated.

I\,lortbern lY'e.ct tse4qal (2000)

The enumeration of elephants in North Bengal, done in
NIarch-April 2000 under the supen'ision oI NIr. S.S.Bist,
entailed separate countins of unattached bulls and familv
grouPs.

Registration of nnattaclted bnl/s

Counting of unattached bulls rvas done by the field staff bt'
registering them as to N'hether thev rvere sighted rvithin the
forest or encountered c.rutsirle the forest during crop raiding.
Registration rvas done bv means of a checlJisf rvhich contained

such important features as tusks, shape of the back, tail, build,
height etc. The forest staff filled the checklists either.on the
basis of their own obsen.ations or collected the relevant
information from the villagers or the tea garden officials who
had seen the elephant in question. Double counting of
elephants was eliminated by comparing checklists of elephants
from the neighbouring areas and examining other circumstantial
er.idence such as time and place of sighting, previous history
etc. Screening ofthe checklists was done at the beat-level, range-
ler.el, division-level and the sector-level.

Tmcking of fani! groaps

Family groups were counted by trackiog them inside forests.
Special tracking partie s on kunkis were deployed for counting
elephant herds. Each tracking parry had 2-6 kutkis * its
disposal, morc kunkis being pressed into service where
vegetation was dense or chances of encountering wild
elephants were good. It was found that tracking parties having
two or more krnkji could track family groups, observe all
the members of a family group and record details about the
height and sex of the individual members more conveniently
than a party with a single kanki.ln fact, when one enrunerator
filled up the checklist of the matriarch or other typical
elephants, the other recorded the height and sex of the
individual membets and yet another could look for the
'hidden' elephants. The enumerators could exchange notes
and together collect all the requisite information. The
movement of the tracking parties was so regulated that each
sector was covered twice during the census period by one ot
two tracking parties. The tracking parties left for forests
befote dawn and attempted to encounter the family groups
when the elephants were resting. Each party carried a portable
wireless set and any information received by the local forest
staff and villagers regarding wild elephanrs was promprly
conveyed to them. 'On foot' parties were engaged for
covering hilly regions, which could not be traversed on
elephant back. It was felt that these arrangements were
sufficient to guard against any under-counting of elephants.
Over-counting of family groups was eliminated by comparing
one or more of the following features: (a) description of
one or more of the target animals (i.e., matriarch or other
adult cows having any peculiar features) of the group
recorded through checklists. (b) size of the group. (c) numbet
of tuskers in the group and their description through
checklists. (d) number o[ cows in the group. (e) number of
juveniles and cah'es in the group, and ($ time and place of
sighting. The exercise for detecting double counting was done
by the tracking parties themselves and then rcrified by the
supervising officers at different levels. Registration of
unattached bulls and pre-census monitoring of fami\'groups
was carried our from 24 Nlarch to 7 April 2000. Actual
tracking and enumeration of 'famill' groups was conducted
fron-r 0600 to 1300 hrs each day from 8-22 Apdl2000 with a

day ofT for rest of the departmental elephants.

Northtnt ll:2.rt Bugal (l 986, | 989 dJ | 992)

In northern West Bengal, total counting of elephants u'as done
in 1986, 1!)89 and 1992 using the 'Rolling Counr' method in
rvhich the eotire census area was divided into zones and census

Gaiab 22: flulv 2003)
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u/as done in one zone at a time n-roving from east to west.

Suitable arrangements were made tbr monitoring the elephant

movement across the adjoining zones to avoid double
counting. As soon as enumeration was completed in a zone,

some of the resources (e.g. trained elephants, compasses, etc.)

were moved ovef to the next zone.

Orissa 2002)

In the Simlipal Tiger Reserve in Orissa, enumeration of
elephants is usually carried out during the monsoon. This is
based on a study that has demonstrated that with the least

input of time and effort, the success rate in elephant sighting

is the highest during August-September. However, during
the year 2002, enumeration was done all over the State from
5-7 May. The actual enumeration was preceded by a survey

to find out the beats: where elephants are either regularly

seen, or elephants \rr'ere seen during the last one month, or
where elephants are known to visit during certain months.

AII such beats were selected as 'Elephant Census Units'. Each

unit was assigned to an enumeration party comprising a Forest

Guard and two labourers. During the three days of census,

the atea of a unit was searched thoroughly. Some observers

were also put on watch to'\vers set up close to waterholes

and pools along the streams. Analysis of data involved the

elimination of overlap in elephant sightings in a partictrlar

unit during the same day or different days, and between

adjacent units.

Uthanchal (2002)

Counting was done in May 2002 betore the rains when the

elephants were easy to locate around the limited water
sources. The elephant habitat was divided into 'Counting
Units' and each unit assigned to one enumeration party.

Usually a unit coincides with an administrative beat. Three

copies of the map of each unit were prepared on a suitable

scale for marking the location of elephants. The enumeration

parties traversed the counting units on the appointed day

from dawn to dusk and counted all the elephants seen. The
counting was repeated second and third time after an interval
of 7 days. Simple average of the three counts was calculated

to get the 'Total Count'.

UttarPradeslt (l 991 6 / 992)

In 1991 and 1992, in the month of May, total count of
elephants was repeated three times after intervals of 3-5 days.

The data fot each )'ear !r/as subjected to statistical anall'sis to

determine its significance (by chi-square test) and to calculate

9570 confidence limits for tbe mean population of males,

females, calves and unattached bulls as well as total mean

populati<-,n of elephants.

Sarnpling

Sampling methods have been ttied in India usualh'rvhen sc-rme

scientific institute is invoh.ed in the enumetation of elephants.

Sampling methods may invoh.e direct sighting of elephants in

which case inforn-ration about the estimated range of
population as u'ell as composition in tertns of age-classes and

G\ah 22: (fulv 201)3)

sex can be obtained. Sampling methods based on indirect

€r'idence ma1' not give information other than elephant density

and population range.

Sampling with Direct Count

Kamataka (2002) dsTanilNatu (2002)

In Karnataka and Tamil Nadu sample counting was done

using the Block Count method (7 & 8 May 2002) and the
'Waterhole Count method (8 May 2002) under the guidance

of the Asian Elephant Research and Conservation Centre

(AsERCC). The Block Count was carried out primarily for
estimating elephant densities while the Vaterhole Count was

meant for ascertaining population stiucture. However, in the

final analysis, the data from both methods were pooled

together to obtain sex-ratios with larger sample size.

Block Count

Elephants were counted from samPle blocks selected

uniformly across the entire division. A compartment maP

of the division was obtained and approximately 307o of the

beats demarcated on the map were randomly chosen and

designated as census blocks. The sample blocks were

systematically surveyed by a team of 2-3 people and all

elephant sightings were recorded in the prescribed data sheet.

In addition, where possible, the age and sex of all the animals

seen were recorded. The mean density and range (confidence

intervals) of elephant numbers was calculated statistically

for each division.

Waterhole Count

Approximately 30% of perennial waterholes within each

division were observed between 0800-1800 hrs by a team

Iocated on a watch tower or hide. During this period, all

elephants visiting the waterhole trr'ere aged and sexed'

Elephants were classified into four maiot age classes based

on shoulder heights, viz. czlf (< 1 year), iuvenile (> 1-5

years), sub-adults (> 5-15 I's215; and adults (> 15 years)'

Animals wete sexed based on presence or absence of tusks

in the case of adults, subadults and iuveniles. Care was taken

to differentiate Maknas (tuskless bulls) from females using

body characteristics and shape of genitalia. Ftom this data,

sex ratio of adult elephants in each division was computed.

Line Transect Direct Count

In Iierala, enumeration was done in all the blocks by Line

Transect- Direct Count method on 9 N{ay 2002 under the

superr.ision o[ the l{erala Forest Research Institute (KFRD.

In each block, a transect of about 2 km long was laid bt'

markins trees with paint or coloured biodegradable ribbons.

These transects were covered on foot and the sighting

distance (r) and the sighting angle (d) to the geome tric centre of
the herds rv'ere recorded. Ocular estimate of the sighting

distance v'as made. The sighting angle (d) was measured with

the compass. The densiq' estilnates were obtained b1' using

the program DISTANCE 4.0. A 5'% truncation of the largest

distance values was adopted to improve the precision of the
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densitv estirnates. The densitl estimates were devel<-rped after
adjustin.q for cluster size bias. The cluster size esdmation
was by reqressing distance function g(x) on the logarithm o[
cluster size. As reported by the KFRI, the estimates of
elephant density flound by this method were not reliable in
most of the regions because of the high coefficients o[
variation, which was due to the low number of sightings.

Sampling with Indirect Count

Iine Transect-Datg Coant (fanil Nada ds Kamataka, 2002)

In all divisions, line transacts were laid in the same blocks as

were the case in the 'Block Count'method. In each sample
block, a transact of 2 km length was laid across altitudinal
gradients and perambulated once on 9 May 2002 to
enumerate dung piles. On sighting dung piles from the
transect, information such as, perpendicular distance of the
dung pile, its status, etc. were recorded. Elephant density
was obtained using the program GAJAH (Ver.1.0) by
incorporating the dung perpendicular distances, total transect
lengths, defecation rate and dung decay rate. A defecation
rate of 16.33 calculated by Watve (1992) and a decay rate of
0.0097 calculated b1' Varman et a/., (1995) were used in the
analysis. In I(arnataka, densities estimated through dung
count were substantial-ty different from those obtained from
block counts fot sorne divisions when data was analyzed using
dung piles recorded up to 10m or 15m (perpendicular
distance) from the transect line and excluding outliers. In
divisions with very few or no elephants, dung count merhod
yielded much higher estimates of elephant numbers. These
differences could be due to sampling errors coupled with
the inexperience of the field staff. Therefore, the Dung
Count exercise in Karnataka was treated only as an experience
for the field staff. However, in Tamil Nadu, only marginal
differences across the densities of elephants estimated using
these two methods was observed in some prominent
Protected Areas which confirmed the reliability of the results.
In addition, confidence interval in the Dung Count method
was found to be smaller (1059) than the Block Count method
(1320).

Ijne Tra n.rect-D a ng C ount (K.era la, 200 2 )

Enumeration of elephants b1'Dung Count method was done
in I{erala on 8 N{a1'2003 under the guidance of the I{FRI. 2
km long transects were laid in all the blocks. The densitl' of
dung belonging to fresh and old stages was estimated b1'

measuring perpendicular distances to dung piles from the
transect. The dung density fot each vegetation type was
estimated from the transecr using the program DISTANCE
4.0. The dung density was converted to elephant densiry by
the method described b)'Barnes &Jensen (1987). The decay
rates of 0.0187 and 0.0192 wete used fot moist deciduous
forests and dry deciduous fotests respectively whereas for
the other forest types, the decay rare of 0.0146 calculated by
Sale et a/.(1990\ was used. The defecation rate of 16.63
calculated by Watve (1992) was used in the computations. A
5%o truncation of the largest distance values was adopted to
improve the precision of the density estimates. The KFRI
has reported the density estimates of elephants to be quite
reliable because of the low coefFrcient of variation of the
estimates. However, this has given a very high population
growth rate for Ketalz- as compared to the neighbouring
populations in Karnataka and I(erala. The census results are
being reviewed.
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"The ctoaking ofthe frogs does not hinder the elephant as

he drinks"

Ahmadou l{ourouma in 'nlVaiting for the wild beasts to
vote"Cote d'Ivoire
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